In this paper, we propose a novel HYBRID Bio-Inspired algorithm for task scheduling and resource management, since it plays an important role in the cloud computing environment. Conventional scheduling algorithms such as Round Robin, First Come First Serve, Ant Colony Optimization etc. have been widely used in many cloud computing systems. Cloud receives clients tasks in a rapid rate and allocation of resources to these tasks should be handled in an intelligent manner. In this proposed work, we allocate the tasks to the virtual machines in an efficient manner using Modified Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm and then allocation / management of resources (CPU and Memory), as demanded by the tasks, is handled by proposed HYBRID Bio-Inspired algorithm (Modified PSO + Modified CSO). Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed HYBRID algorithm outperforms peer research and benchmark algorithms (ACO, MPSO, CSO, RR and Exact algorithm based on branch-and-bound technique) in terms of efficient utilization of the cloud resources, improved reliability and reduced average response time.
INTRODUCTION
C LOUD computing is the emerging technology in distributed environment consisting of several data centers, servers, virtual machines, load balancers etc. which are connected intelligently. Further, the cloud deals with many things such as storing and retrieving of documents, sharing of multimedia, lending the related resources on pay-as-yougo model and much more [1] , [2] . Even though there is much advancement in the era of computers and Internet of Things (IoT) with respect to responsiveness, reliability and flexibility, still there is a room for improvement in scheduling, optimal resource allocation and management algorithms since these algorithms come under NP-hard and NP-complete complexity classes. Hence, there is a need to address these set of challenging problems using different techniques. Efficient task scheduling and resource management is a challenging problem of distributed computing but it is still in its infant stage in spite of exhaustive research in recent years [1] .
In a cloud environment, there are different service models such as SaaS, IaaS, PaaS and XaaS where X refers to anything as a service (Ex: Security as a Service). All these service models need to satisfy the incoming tasks of the clients within the service level agreements (SLA). To execute these tasks, we need to deploy Virtual Machines (VMs) in the cloud and these VMs play a key role in serving the incoming client tasks [3] , [4] . Since cloud is a pay-as-you-go model hence several VMs can be created and destroyed inside the physical machines (PMs).
Recently, Amazon developed a novel Elastic cloud based solution in which all the components (PMs, VMs, load balancers etc.) shrink when there is a less load, and expand when there is an increase in the load (here load refers to the incoming tasks for the cloud) [5] , [6] . Thus, this elastic cloud resolves the problem of allocating the resources depending on the load. But the efficiency of the VMs depends on the scheduling and load balancing techniques rather than allocation of resources dynamically for its execution. Even though the property of elasticity improves the performance of the cloud, but this service has its own limitations with respect to heterogeneity. For example, scaling of cloud resources with the different system configurations needs to be considered for heterogeneous environment. If the cloud has to work seamlessly, then the load balancer has to play a vital role in satisfying the above mentioned services given by any cloud [7] . In this work, we mainly focus on the Bio-Inspired algorithms for solving the challenging issues of task scheduling, resource allocation and management near optimally. Our approach follows the process of hot-plugging in which the resource units such as Memory and CPU will be added and removed from the VMs without interrupting the current state of the VMs.
The core idea of our proposed methodology lies in achieving the following two goals:
Efficient Task Scheduling for Load Balancing: By designing a novel Modified Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm, the tasks can be efficiently scheduled with balanced load on VMs. Dynamic Resource Allocation and Management: By designing a novel HYBRID Bio-Inspired algorithm using Modified Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO) and Modified Cat Swarm Optimization (MCSO) techniques, the cloud resources can be efficiently allocated to execute the clients' tasks. There is a significant tradeoff between the aforementioned goals in the context of efficient utilization of VMs and managing the resources allocated to each task so that the resources can be utilized efficiently. Scheduling and load balancing play an important role in allocating the incoming tasks and managing the resources dynamically as demanded by tasks respectively in the cloud environment. In the present scenario of cloud, efficient utilization of VMs and effective utilization of the resources (CPU and Memory) are very important. These resources must be used in an intelligent manner to attain high throughput and low response time for execution of incoming tasks which are converging from all over the world [8] , [9] .
Nowadays, many clients demand for several resources (CPU, Memory etc.) on pay-as-you-go model and satisfying these types of tasks is very tedious and needs proficiency in managing these tasks from IaaS platform. Since, the efficiency of the cloud should not be hindered, hence throughput of the cloud should be directly proportional to the efficient utilization of cloud resources. Special focus is needed when these tasks change their demand for resources which are uncertain and handling the resources demand would be a great challenge in the cloud environment.
Peer research algorithms such as Round Robin, First Come First Serve, and Throttled [10] , [11] etc. have been used for task scheduling and resource management. These algorithms are rule based techniques and suffer from underutilization of VMs, resources; resulting in overall delay in executing the tasks. Further, Bio-Inspired techniques such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [12] , Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [13] , Cat Swarm Optimization (CSO) [14] , Honey Bee etc. [15] are much suitable for solving the Scheduling, Resource Allocation and Management problems which come under NP-hard/NP-complete complex classes. Hence, by applying Bio-Inspired techniques, we would enhance the efficiency in terms of reliability, flexibility and time (response and execution).
In this paper, we mainly focus on scheduling the tasks using MPSO and allocation & managing the cloud resources using MPSO, MCSO and HYBRID Bio-Inspired (MPSOþ MCSO) algorithms. Our proposed MPSO is more efficient for task scheduling when compared to other proposed algorithms. Our proposed HYBRID Bio-Inspired algorithm (MPSO+MCSO) outperforms peer research algorithms in terms of reduced execution time and average response time with efficient utilization of cloud resources.
Hence, our main/key research contributions in this paper are as follows: 1) A novel Bio-Inspired load balancing algorithm is designed for efficient scheduling of the tasks using MPSO technique. 2) An efficient dynamic resource allocation and management approach is designed using both MPSO and MCSO techniques. 3) A combined HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) heuristic approach is proposed for managing the cloud resources efficiently. 4) Performance evaluation of proposed HYBRID approach with benchmark exact algorithm along with statistical hypothesis analysis. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 begins with related work on task scheduling and resource management, Section 3 deals with proposed methodology and HYBRID heuristic algorithms. Section 4 describes the performance evaluation and simulation scenarios followed by experimental results & analysis and finally we conclude with future directions in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly summarize the state of the art scheduling and resource management algorithms available in the literature [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . Many researchers have contributed towards efficient algorithms for load balancing, scheduling and resource management, but still there is a scope for further improvement since the aforementioned algorithms are NP-hard/NP complete complex class problems. Al Nuaimi et al. [10] presented efficient algorithms for assigning the clients' tasks to the nodes or virtual machines in the cloud environment. This approach aims to enhance the overall performance of the cloud.
Gougarzi et al. [21] proposed a resource allocation problem that aims to minimize the total energy cost of cloud computing system while meeting the specified client-level SLAs in a probabilistic sense. Here, authors applied a reverse approach to put a penalty if the client does not meet the SLA agreements. Authors implemented a heuristic algorithm to solve the aforementioned resource allocation problem.
Radojevi c and Zagar [11] introduced Central Load Balancing Decision Model in the cloud environment which automates the complete scheduling process and reduces the role of human administrator. It lacks in finding the node capabilities, configuration details and complete system has no backup thus resulting in single point of failure.
Nishant et al. [13] proposed Ant Colony Optimization technique for Scheduling the incoming tasks effi-ciently by utilizing the under-loaded nodes in the cloud environment. After a few iterations, this ACO algorithm slows down and fails in changing the node status for scheduling the future tasks. Shojaee et al. [14] proposed New Cat Swarm Optimization for scheduling the tasks in the distributed environment with better performance of task allocation. Here, authors focus was on both seeking and tracing modes of CSO and this leads to delay in execution of tasks. Jeyarani et al. [17] proposed Self Adaptive MPSO technnique for efficient scheduling of the VMs in the homogeneous cloud environment. Domanal and Reddy [22] , [23] proposed a modified throttled algorithm that efficiently schedules the incoming client tasks to the virtual machines. The authors focus was on the response time of the tasks. Later, the same authors proposed another VM-Assign load balancing algorithm which focuses not only on the response time, but also on the efficient utilization of VMs present in the cloud. In both algorithms, scheduling of incoming tasks to the VMs are addressed efficiently, but the authors did not consider the resources such as CPU and Memory which are inevitably demanded by clients tasks across the world.
Gonçalves et al. [24] proposed a Distributed Cloud Resource Allocation System (D-CRAS) which ensures an automatic monitoring and control of resources of the cloud to guarantee the optimal functioning while meeting the SLA requirements, but authors did not compare their work with State-of-the-art technologies. Gonçalves et al. [24] presented an Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) based HYBRID scheduling algorithm that decides which resources should be taken on lease from public cloud to accomplish the execution of a task within its deadline and with minimum cost for the user. Later, the same authors modified their algorithm with sub-deadlines for resource provisioning and compared with greedy approach and min-min algorithms.
Zhou et al. [25] implemented a resource allocation policy for load balancing in virtual machine cluster. This resource allocation policy not only monitors the real-time resource utilization of CPU, Memory etc. but also uses instant resource reallocation for VMs running on the PM using VM migration.
Zuo et al. [12] proposed a resource allocation framework in which an IaaS provider can outsource its tasks to External Clouds (ECs) when its own resources are insufficient to meet the current tasks demand. There is no guarantee that ECs could be used all the time, but the key issue is how to allocate users' tasks to maximize the profit of IaaS provider while guaranteeing the Quality of Service (QoS). Authors formulated this problem as an Integer Programming (IP) model, and it is solved by a Self-Adaptive Learning Particle Swarm Optimization (SLMPSO)-based scheduling approach. Authors did not highlight the overhead caused during the communication between IaaS providers and the external cloud. These aforementioned issues motivated us to propose novel HYBRID Bio-Inspired technique in this paper.
In this proposed work, we focus on scheduling of in-coming tasks over the VMs (here the task refers to execu-tion of a task with resource demand) using Bio-Inspired MPSO technique. Thus achieving better efficiency with respect to optimal allocation tasks to the VMs with better average response time and balanced load. Further, we consider the resource demands in terms of CPU & Memory and managing of these resources are taken care by our proposed Bio-Inspired techniques such as MPSO, MCSO and HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO). For resource management, we aim to achieve better Average Response time and less communication overhead between cloud resource pool and VMs. If the VMs have sufficient resources to execute the tasks then it proceeds, otherwise it lends from the cloud resource pool. In this work, the main investigation is how Bio-Inspired techniques play a major role in assigning and managing these resources efficiently. Table 1 summarizes some important existing works.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
We proposed improved MPSO for task scheduling. We also proposed MPSO, MCSO and HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) techniques for resource allocation and management.
Modified Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle Swarm Optimization was developed by Eberhart and Kennedy [34] in 1995 and it has been widely used stochastic optimization technique based on the behavior of animals and birds. In MPSO, the particle is represented by its position and velocity; these particles keep track of local best (LB) and global best (GB) values; fitness function determines the LB and GB values. In the scheduling approach, particles refer to VMs; LB refers to under-loaded VM from each cluster and GB refers to the minimum value among all LB values. The algorithm iterates continuously to get the new LB and GB values. In MPSO, GB does not remain the same in each iteration when compared to PSO. The position and velocity of a particle are updated based on the following Equations (1) and (2) respectively [35] xðt þ 1Þ ¼ xðtÞ þ vðtÞ
where, x(t) is current position of particle / Current load of a VM. LB is least under loaded VM from cluster. GB is least under loaded VM from all LB values. c 1 and c 2 acceleration coefficients, usually c 1 ¼ c 2 ¼ 2. r 1 and r 2 are random numbers between (0, 1).
Modified Cat Swarm Optimization
CSO technique [36] deals with two important phases like Seeking mode and Tracing mode. In the proposed MCSO, we mainly concentrate on Seeking mode rather than on Tracing mode as it is similar to the MPSO approach. MCSO is used for resource allocation management based on Seeking mode only. However, MCSO cannot be efficiently used for scheduling if it uses both Seeking and Tracing modes. MCSO deals with four different types of memories like Seeking Memory Pool (SMP), Seeking Range of selected Dimension (SRD), Counts to Dimension Change (CDC) and Self Position Consideration (SPC). These memory pools play an important role in assigning the cloud resources to VMs in the current work. The usage details of these memory pools are given in the Section 3.1.3 along with the proposed MCSO algorithm. The main difference between MPSO and MCSO is that the seeking mode of MCSO overcomes the limitations of the MPSO by comparing the future resource demands with excess resources present in the VMs. The complete details are given in Section 4.2.2.
Example for Explaining Our Proposed Work
In this proposed model, tasks are scheduled on the VMs and resources such as CPU & Memory are also utilized efficiently by our proposed algorithms. Here, we used different types of VMs on a PM which can communicate with the scheduler for the efficient functioning of proposed algorithms. The tasks are coming at a batch of ten and their inter arrival time remains constant. Initially, tasks are scheduled efficiently on VMs and then allocation of required resources will take place. Fig. 1 shows an example for explaining our proposed work. The incoming task demands n number of cloud resources where n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and allocation of n resources are provided by either cloud resource pool or by the VMs. Each cluster contains different VMs with the best two n resource values represented as excess_res1 and excess_res2, respectively and the remaining resources available with VMs are stored in excess_res3[]. During resource allocation, the on demand resources are compared with excess_res1, excess_res2 and excess_res3[], respectively by our proposed MPSO, MCSO and HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) algorithms. The excess_res1 and excess_res2 mappings are used by the MPSO algorithm where as excess_res3[] mapping is used by the MCSO algorithm. On the other hand, HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) algorithm uses all the three aforementioned resource mappings.
Branch-and-Bound Based Exact Algorithm
To check the performance, proposed algorithms are compared with bench mark solution based on Branch-and-Bound based Exact algorithm [37] . The exact algorithm gives the global optimum solution for efficient utilization of cloud resources. Hence, we compared our proposed algorithms with Exact algorithm, and details of the Exact algorithm are as follows. Let 'N' be the node at level 'l' of the search tree along with 'lb' as lower bound and 'ub' as upper bound. The root node N0 corresponds to an empty solution and each node at level l ! 1 corresponds to the partial solution. Initially at root level, all VMs are not allocated and child node is created by comparing the MIPS of each VMs along with resource demands. Further, the child node N þ is created only if the following conditions are met.
MIPS(VMs) MIPS(task)
Resources(VMs) Resource Demand(task) Resources(VMs) 6 ¼ Resource Demand(task) Hence, if the above conditions are met, then 'lb' is computed. Later, if it reaches 'ub', then child node is pruned and the best fit VMs are chosen for the scheduling, resource allocation and thus execution of tasks is carried out.
Proposed Model
In the proposed work, incoming tasks, i.e., {x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; . . . ; x n } have to be scheduled on the virtual machines such as {vm 0 ; vm 1 ; vm 2 ; . . . ; vm k }. Further, cloud resources demanded by these requests are intelligently handled by proposed algorithms. Hence our objectives are as follows.
Objective 1. Efficient utilization of VMs.
VM TypeðiÞ ¼ Number of tasks i:e: x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; . . . ; x n handled by VMs:
VM Type(i) refers to type of VM used in the experiment. We have used five different types of VMs (small, Medium, Large, X-Large, Extra Large) and more details are given in Table 4 of Section 4. Objective 2. Reducing the Average Response. Average Response Time (AR_Time) is the total amount of time taken for responding to a task and AR_Time is calculated by the following
For resource allocation and management, the fitness value (FV) is given by the Equation (5) . Here, at each iteration, we find the FV and then choose the suitable VMs for assigning the task for the execution. If FV value is feasible then it takes unused resources from the VMs otherwise it assigns the resources from the cloud resource pool as explained in the example. Table 2 gives the notations and definitions used in the proposed methodology.
Scheduling of VMs Using MPSO Algorithm
Here, we use a MPSO technique for scheduling the VMs against incoming tasks. Cloud receives tasks in a rapid rate from the outside world, assigning and executing these tasks is a challenging issue.
Number of incoming requests/tasks, i.e., {x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; . . . ; x n } have to be scheduled on VMs, i.e., {vm 0 ; vm 1 ; vm 2 ; . . . ; vm k }. Here, our proposed MPSO algorithm is deployed for scheduling the tasks in a balanced way. The MPSO algorithm plays an important role in assigning the incoming tasks to the VMs as efficiently as possible. We experimented this work for a private cloud which receives the tasks in a batch of ten (can be extended) and these tasks are assigned to the VMs. Clustering depends on the number of VMs taken for experimentation. Algorithm 1 gives the complete details of task scheduling by MPSO.
In every iteration, each cluster will identify the least loaded VM referred to as local best (LB z ) and the smallest among these VMs referred to as global best. The next task is allocated to the VM that is associated with GB. If the GB remains the same in the subsequent iteration, then GB is updated with second least LB z from the cluster list C z . The same process is continued until all the tasks are executed. The time complexity of this algorithm is 0(n.z). Since z is a constant hence the time complexity of MPSO algorithm will be 0(n) in polynomial time. The flow diagram of the proposed MPSO algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . . . . ; c z } Cluster size = k/C z 1: for all incoming requests {x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; . . . ; x n } 2: each cluster C z = least loaded VM 3: Assign each one of them as LB z from C z 4: end for 5: Assign GB = least LB z 6: Next task allocated to VM which contains GB 7: if (Next allocation == last used GB) then skip 8: goto step 2 for next least LB z 9: else 10: goto step 6
Resource Allocation and Management Using
Modified Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
Tasks demand for dynamic resources at a rapid rate in the cloud environment and satisfying these demands is a challenging task. VMs must have enough resources to execute clients' tasks and providing these resources to VMs is managed by the proposed MPSO. Let us assume that there is a cloud resource pool (Res_pool) which provides the resources demanded by the tasks and it acts as a resource repository. Each of the VMs has at least two minimum resources (CPU and Memory) for executing a task. In the first iteration, for all VMs, resources are given by cloud resource pool and from the second iteration onwards it depends on the resources as demanded by the tasks. Each of the VMs will not use all the resources for execution of tasks and these unused excess resources which remain with the VMs can be utilized for the future tasks demands. Our proposed MPSO algorithm plays an important role in assigning these unused resources either from the VMs or from the cloud resource pool. For better efficiency, let us form a clusters {c 1 ; c 2 ; c 3 ; . . . ; c z } from the VMs {vm 0 ; vm 1 ; vm 2 ; . . . ; vm k } which operate in both sequential and parallel modes. For parallel mode execution, we need at least two clusters. For subsequent assignment of resources to the VMs, let us take the best two excess resources, i.e., excess_res1 and excess_res2 (VMs which have unused extra resources) from each cluster and check for match with the next resource demands. If the next resource demands match with the best values (unused resources), then VMs start executing the task immediately, or else the resources are taken from the resource pool for the execution. After each iteration, if there are any unmatched/unused resources then these resources can be released to the resource pool. Once VMs complete the execution of a task, then the minimum resources available with VMs can be released to the cloud resource pool. The main focus is on utilizing the resources from the VMs rather than lending the resources from the resource pool. In doing so, we dynamically exploit the resources and thus communication overhead between the cloud resource pool and VM is reduced significantly. Algorithm 2 describes the resource allocation and management using the proposed MPSO technique.
Usually in MPSO algorithm, the local and global best may result in minimum or maximum values and further it is application specific. In the Algorithm 1, we took only one best (minimum: load on VM) value from each cluster; but in the Algorithm 2, our main objective is to choose the best (maximum) two values and thus resulting in more optimization if it matches the subsequent resource demands from the tasks.
Even though Algorithm 2 improves the allocation of resources intelligently but it has the following limitations excess_res1 and excess_res2 may not match exactly with subsequent future resource demands. Increase in the communications overhead between VMs and cloud resource pool.
Modified Cat Swarm Optimization Algorithm
The aforementioned limitations of Algorithm 2 can be addressed by using our proposed MCSO algorithm (Algorithm 3). Cats always remain calm and move slowly and this behavior of cats is referred to as seeking mode. When the presence of prey (resource match happens) is sensed, then cats chase it with high speed, and this behavior is represented by the tracing mode. The tracing mode acts similar to that of MPSO algorithm, but seeking mode awaits the opportunity to capture a prey. The details of the Algorithm 3 are as follows.
In the proposed MCSO algorithm, we mainly concentrate on seeking mode rather than tracing mode. In Algorithm 2, it matches only with the excess_res1 and excess_res2 values from each cluster, but the remaining excessive resources from each cluster are not considered for the assignment and this issue is addressed in the proposed MCSO algorithm as shown in Algorithm 3.
The seeking mode of MCSO passes through four different types of memories. The excess resources available with VMs other than excess_res1 and excess_res2 are stored in the seeking memory pool. Using SMP, the cats await the opportunity in order to find the exact match with the future resource demands from the tasks. If there is a match, then status is stored in the seeking range of selected dimension. If SRD has a new update, then VMs start executing the task and this status is referred to as counts to dimension change. Cats position is changing in every update of seeking mode of MCSO and it is stored in self position consideration. The tracing mode operation is applied to the outcome of seeking mode and the procedure is same as that of Algorithm 2. The limitations of Algorithm 2 can be overcome by seeking mode of MCSO. There might be a situation in which all remaining excessive resources (other than excess_res1 and excess_res2) may match with future resource demands; hence, time to lend the resources from the resource pool may be reduced considerably. Thus, the MCSO algorithm overcomes the aforementioned limitations of the MPSO algorithm. The seeking mode matching ratio of MCSO is greater than the best two, i.e., excess_res1 and excess_res2 matching policies of the MPSO and thus MCSO will improve the dynamic allocation and management of cloud resources. However, the MCSO algorithm has the following limitations.
The values of excess_res3[] may not (rare case) match with the subsequent resource demands. If the above condition is true, then the algorithm will be slower and communication overhead between VM and cloud resource pool will be increased.
Resource Allocation and Management Using HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) Algorithm
The limitations of the MPSO and MCSO algorithms can be overcome by our proposed HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) Bio-Inspired algorithm which combines the merits of both MPSO and MCSO techniques. Thus HYBRID approach provides a better efficiency in terms of allocation of resources with reduced total execution time. Further, communication overhead between VMs and resource pool is marginally decreased. In MPSO and MCSO, we compare only exact matches of excess_res1, excess_res2 with the Needed_res[] from future resource demands. In the worst-case, HYBRID approach may not work efficiently and degrades the performance of the resource allocation and thus the system will respond with high delay. To overcome this situation, we consider the excess_res3[] which contains the remaining resources other than excess_res1 and excess_res2. The complete flow of HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) technique is given in Algorithm 4. In the proposed HYBRID approach, we modify the condition by checking the upper bounds of excess_res1, excess_res2 and excess_res3[] of Algorithms 2 and 3. In doing so, we can decide how many resources from excess_res1, excess_res2 and excess_res3[] should be given to the forthcoming task and the remaining (unmatched) extra resources can be returned to cloud Res_pool. Thus, our proposed HYBRID algorithm outperforms MPSO and MCSO algorithms when considered individually. Algorithm 4 behaves intelligently from line numbers 12 to 30 as it combines the features of both Algorithms 2 and 3 with optimum modifications. We need to apply both approaches simultaneously, so that the line numbers 18-25 and 26-29 execute in parallel using Python threads during the execution (applying both MPSO and MCSO). Hence, the matching possibility of excess_res3[] with future resource demands is more than that of MPSO and MCSO algorithms when taken separately. The results and analysis of all proposed algorithms are discussed in Section 4. Fig. 3 gives the overall flow diagram of MPSO, MCSO and HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) approaches.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Experimental Setup
The proposed work is experimented on a simulator which gives the real-time scenario of cloud environment. The complete simulation scenario is written in Python language and here after it is named as Python Simulator, in short, PySim. Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of PySim, which is used for experimenting the proposed Bio-Inspired algorithms. The experimental setup consists of four physical machines which are interconnected with different configurations among them.
The configuration details of customized simulation setup are given in Table 3 and it consists of four different machines in which one machine act as a task sender (Client Machine), one machine acts as a load balancer and other two machines act as servers with several VMs which execute the incoming tasks. Here, the task refers to executing a job which demands several resources. We considered CPU and Memory as two types of resources which are needed for executing a task. Resources are given by the cloud resource pool which has many resources. The systems used in the customized setup are with different system configurations such as the load balancer with i7 processor of 3.40 GHz clock speed and 8 GB RAM; the server machines with i7 processor of 3.40 GHz clock speed and 16 GB RAM and other client machine which generates tasks with a dual core processor of 2.80 GHz clock speed and 4 GB of RAM.
For resource allocation and management strategy, the tasks are coming from the clients' side with the same inter arrival time. We considered a queue size of ten tasks and each task demands cloud resources in random fashion. Allocation and management of these resources are managed by a load balancer based on our proposed algorithms. For experimentation purpose, we assumed CPU and Memory as mandatory resources for execution and each of the VMs needs at least two resources (i.e., CPU and Memory) for execution of a task. In the first iteration, resources are taken from the cloud resource pool which acts as global hub of resources.
Experimentation is carried out with different sets of tasks and VMs. The performance evaluation is carried out in terms of efficient utilization of available virtual machines, average response time and optimum usage of cloud resources. If the resources are not in use, then these unused resources are given back to the cloud resource pool. We consider Round Trip Time (RTT) of 1 second when the VMs take the resources from cloud resource pool. Clusters are made depending on the number of VMs and each of the VMs has its own buffer to store the excess resources.
In this work, the parameters such as execution time, response time and reliability are considered for analysis. Here, the execution time refers to the time spent by the task using the cloud resources; response time refers to the time when the task becomes active till it completes the execution. Reliability refers to the consistency of the proposed algorithms with different scenarios during the experimentation.
For scheduling of VMs, we considered the applications like Facebook users, Twitter users, Internet users etc. For experimentation purpose, we used the internet users from six different continents of the world (six different geographic locations) during peak and non-peak hours [38] , [39] . Physical machine has a capacity to host several virtual machines which are needed for an application. In this regard, we used five different types of VMs and Table 4 shows the configuration details of VMs in terms of Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS), Random Access Memory (RAM) and Storage in Gigabyte (GB). Table 5 shows the workload setup used for conducting the experiment for scheduling.
Experimental Results and Analysis
Results of our proposed Bio-Inspired algorithms are analyzed with respect to efficient utilization of VMs, Average Response Time during Scheduling, Resource Allocation and optimum usage of cloud resources. Further, the proposed algorithms are compared with Branch-and-Bound based Exact Algorithm. We also carried out statistical analysis for null hypothesis using T-Test. Further, the time complexity of the proposed HYBRID algorithm is also analysed.
Efficient Load Balancing of VMs by Scheduling
As explained in Section 3, we use the proposed MPSO algorithm for scheduling the tasks to the VMs. Hypothetical examples like web application tasks from different parts of the continents are considered as input and details are given in Table 5 . Table 6 shows the number of tasks handled by the VMs for different algorithms. From Table 6 , we can observe that both Round Robin and proposed MPSO algorithms efficiently schedule the tasks as compared to Throttled algorithm. But, if we compare Round Robin and proposed MPSO algorithms, the results are same, but in Round Robin, we do not check the state of the VM (BUSY/AVAILABLE) which leads to the queuing of the incoming task on the server. The proposed MPSO algorithm gives better results by checking the state of the VM and it has cluster based comparison of allocating tasks to a VM and thus avoids the server queuing. In Ant Colony Optimization, the tasks can be assigned to VMs which have less pheromone content. In Exact algorithm, the scheduling of the tasks is similar to that of proposed MPSO but it needs more Average Response time. The same steps are repeated with different number of clusters when there are more VMs. For the aforementioned experiment, we used two clusters with equal number of VMs on each cluster and the Average Response time in milli seconds (ms) for the same setup is given in Table 7 .
It is clearly observed from the Tables 6 and 7 that the proposed MPSO algorithm is not only efficient in balancing the load on the virtual machines but also achieves better Average Response time. The experiment is repeated for different sets of virtual machines, tasks and the obtained results are consistent.
Next, we analysed the utilization of VMs with different combinations 1,000, 2,000 and 3,000 tasks. Fig. 5 shows the utilization of VMs using different algorithms used in the experiment. It is observed from Fig. 5 that Throttled and ACO algorithms are not consistent in utilizing the VMs when compared to other algorithms. Even though RR and Exact Algorithms utilize the VMs efficiently but our proposed MPSO algorithm is more efficient in utilizing the Proposed  MPSO  VM1  1,182  254  356  253  254  VM2  76  254  289  254  254  VM3  8  253  389  254  254  VM4  2  253  180  254  253  VM5  0  254  54  253  253 
Efficient Resource Allocation and Management
VMs facilitate the resources demanded by the tasks which are managed by the proposed techniques. As explained in Section 4, Incoming tasks have the same inter-arrival time and arrive in a batch of ten periodically and demand for different cloud resources. Proposed algorithms are experimented with different number of VMs and tasks. In the first iteration, VMs take resources from cloud resource pool and from the second iteration onwards the proposed algorithms such as MPSO, MCSO and HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) allocate the resources either from cloud resource pool or from the unused resources of VMs. We experimented the proposed algorithms with two clusters having equal number of VMs. Once the tasks are served by the VMs, then the excess resources are stored in the individual buffers of VMs. Further, these resources are used for serving the upcoming task demands. As discussed earlier, initially VMs start executing the tasks by lending the resources from the cloud resource pool. Experiments are conducted for evaluating the Average Response Time in both sequential and parallel modes; and the corresponding results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 , respectively. In Fig. 6a , we used 10 and 20 VMs in two clusters with 60 incoming tasks. In Fig. 6b we used 10 and 50 VMs in two clusters with 300 incoming tasks. In MPSO, for the best match (GB) case approach, the two best VMs from each cluster are taken for resources matching with the upcoming demands. For example, excess_res1 and excess_res2 from each cluster are compared with resource demands. Further, the reamining VMs will follow the MCSO approach. For example, excess_res3[] from each cluster are compared with the upcoming demands.
Further, the experiment is carried out in parallel approach by using threads (depend on the number of clusters) which are executed asymmetrically. Here, threads play a vital role in handling the resources effectively. Each cluster has several threads with which the execution speed can be improved. In Fig. 7a , we used 10 and 20 VMs in two clusters with 60 incoming tasks and in Fig. 7b , we used 10 and 50 VMs in two clusters with 300 incoming tasks. It is clearly observerd from Fig. 7 that the parallel mode execution will reduce the average response time as compared with the sequential mode. Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate that MPSO, MCSO and HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) algorithms give feasible solutions with respect to average response time when compared with branch-and-bound based Exact Algorithm and further our HYBRID algorithm takes less time when compared with all other algorithms. Fig. 8 shows the execution time analysis for different cases (Best, Average and Worst) of all the proposed algorithms. We experimented with different combinations of tasks and varied numbers of VMs using the proposed and state-of-the-art benchmark algorithms. It is observerd from Fig. 8 that, the worst-case execution time for all the proposed algorithms is a rare case in which the matching never happens with excess resources present in the buffer with the future resource demands. Since RR takes the resources from the cloud resource pool for most of the time, hence the execution time of RR will remain the same for all the cases.
In ACO, the resources match with the VMs which have highest pheromone content. Since there will not be any perfect resource match for most of the time due to high pheromone evaporation rate and hence ACO takes same execution time for all cases. The Exact algorithm tries to match with all possible combinations and then allocates resources with possible solution. Hence the Exact algorithm also takes same execution time for all cases.
The worst-case execution time of MPSO, MCSO and HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) approaches is continuously increasing because of the delay in the mismatch comparison of resources from the VMs buffer to the future resources demand. In the MPSO, the best-case is considered when the best two values from each cluster match with the upcoming resource demands. In average-case, resources match is varying so that MPSO can work efficiently when compared to RR and ACO. In MCSO, the best-case is considered when rest of the values (other than excess_res1 and excess_res2) are matched with excess resources from VMs buffer to the future resource demands. Hence, more resources got matched when compared to MPSO and thus MCSO outperforms both MPSO, ACO and RR.
Further, HYBRID approach takes less execution time in both best and average-cases. And if all the resource mappings are true with HYBRID approach then it outperforms both MPSO and MCSO when considered separately. Hence, HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) approach is more efficient in terms of resource allocation and management in the cloud environment.
As mentioned earlier, the resources are taken either from the cloud resource pool or from the unused resources of the respective VMs from the clusters. Accordingly, proposed algorithms are analyzed with respect to resource utilization factor. Figs. 9a, 9b, and 9c show the resource utilization with 1,000, 2,000 and 3,000 tasks respectively. In all three cases, RR takes maximum resources from the cloud resource pool. ACO takes almost equal amount of resources from both cloud resource pool and unused resources from VMs. Our proposed MCSO provides better resource utilization as compared to proposed MPSO. On the other hand, the proposed HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) algorithm is more efficient in utilising the unused resources from clusters rather than taking it from the cloud resource pool. All the proposed algorithms are compared with bench mark Exact algorithm. It is clearly observed from Fig. 9 that our proposed HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) algorithm achieves high resource utilization efficiency when compared with all other state-of-theart methods considered for performance evaluation.
Statistical Hypothesis Analysis
In the statistical hypothesis, two entities are evaluated about a given workload or population so that we can determine the best supported entity for different cases. Hence, we made statistical analysis by evaluating the proposed HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) algorithm with state-of-the-art benchmark algorithms. For statistical hypothesis, we used T-Test analysis for resource allocation and management. The results of T-Test analysis are shown in Table 8 . For the null hypothesis analysis, Threshold value of P or Significance Level of a are considered. In this experiment, we considered a = 0.05 which is the standard cutoff for null hypothesis. The P-value of HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) algorithm in comparison with other algorithms is less than a = 0.05 and thus it rejects the null-hypothesis. Hence, our proposed HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) algorithm is more efficient when compared to all other algorithms considered for Resource Allocation and Management.
Time Complexity Analysis
Our proposed HYBRID algorithm is based on MPSO and MCSO techniques. In this experiment, n number of tasks which are scheduled on heterogeneous VMs hosted on C z clusters. Therefore 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we proposed three Bio-Inspired (MPSO, MCSO and HYBRID) algorithms for efficient scheduling and resource management in a cloud environment. The MPSO algorithm is more efficient in scheduling the tasks when compared to other algorithms. On the other hand, our proposed HYBRID (MPSO+MCSO) approach is more efficient in allocating the resources to the VMs when compared to other algorithms. Our proposed HYBRID algorithm not only reduces the average response time but also increases the resource utilization by approximately 12 percent when compared to other state-of-the-art benchmark algorithms. In future, our focus will be on more effective dynamic scheduling in which tasks will be entering the cloud with different inter arrival times. 
